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Parkland oﬀers variety of
opportunities in anthropology

Culture |
Black History Month

EvyJo Compton

The wrap-up of related
events at Parkland

The
anthropology
program at Parkland
held an Anthropology
Day on Thursday, Feb.
16, as part of an initiative
by
the
American
Anthropological Association where on that
day students attending
hundreds of universities
and colleges around the
nation raised awareness
of the discipline.
The
idea
behind
the event was to get
students
interested
in classes and other
anthropology
related
programs offered at
Parkland.
Anthropology
is
the study of what it
means to be human;
anthropologists
aim
to find the reason why
humans are the way
we are and how we got
here. They study fossils,
genetics,
ancient
societies, and social
behaviors to understand
what makes a human,
human.
There
are
many
jobs an anthropology
degree can be used for.
Anthropologists work
in business, marketing,
or advertising. Some
anthropologists
work
with the government
at
museums,
in
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Eva Ping
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Editor
Eva “Elliot” Ping is
a student in her final
year at Parkland and
is transferring to Ohio
State next year to study
neuroscience. She is an
eating disorder survivor
and now spends her
time outside of school
helping
to
educate
others.
Ping originally moved
to the area to go to high
school, before having
to leave because of an
eating disorder.
“I moved to the
Champaign area in 2011
and started school at the
University High School
in Urbana which I left
because of an illness
that ruined my life,”
Ping says.
SEE HUMANS PAGE 6
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Lori Armstrong and Patrick Griﬃth tend to the Anthropology Day table.
international relations,
and at national parks.
One can also work
in
laboratories
for
research firms.
Isabel Scarborough
and
Lauren
Anaya
are both anthropology
professors at Parkland
College and were both
present at the event,
there
to
facilitate
educating the public
through the use of
games and answering
questions.
Glenda Wold is a
former
anthropology
student. She took almost
all of the anthropology
classes at Parkland.
“Anthropology is the
study of humans to put
it simply,” Wold states.

“We study languages,
behaviors,
bodies,
cultures, and many other
things. Anthropologists
are really only out to
find out how and why
humans are the way we
are today.”
Anthropology is a
broad science with
four
major
subcategories. They are
archaeology, physical
anthropology, linguistic
anthropology,
and
cultural anthropology,
according to Wold.
Patrick Griffith is
another student in the
field of anthropology.
He has taken an
anthropology class at
Parkland.
“There are different

categories,”
Griffith
says.
“Cultural
is
how
it
sounds—
you
study
culture.
Physical anthropology
is where you study
bones and evolution.
Linguistic is where you
study language, and
archaeology is whom
you see go out on digs.
Overall, anthropology is
really cool.”
Beginning
anthropology classes, such as
ANT-101, Introduction
to Anthropology, teach
students about human
evolution, according to
Griffith.
“In ANT-101, you
learn a lot,” Griffith
says. “You go in-depth
in the study of the

evolution of man. You
get to go through all of
the stages that lead to
humans being humans,
and it’s just fascinating.
I think this class is good
for anyone.”
Parkland
College’s
anthropology
classes
are
hands-on,
something that makes
them stand out against
classes offered at the
University of Illinois
according to Wold.
“I’ve
taken
four
classes
here
at
Parkland,” Wold says.
“We’ve covered pretty
much all four categories.
I have learned so much
here
at
Parkland,
compared to what I
would have learned per
say at the University of
Illinois; it is a lot more
hands on...At Parkland
you can start going on
archaeology digs which
is what everyone wants
to do”.
After
starting
at
Parkland anthropology,
majors usually go on to
a four-year school.
“The best thing to
do is to transfer to
another university and
earn your bachelor’s
or even master’s in
anthropology,”
Wold
says.
While most students
SEE ANTHRO. PAGE 2

Student Education Association
provides opportunities to students
Alex Davidson
Staff Writer

The Parkland College
Student
Education
Association is a studentrun
organization
that
offers
many
opportunities
to
students in education
majors, as well as any
others that may be
interested.
The
club
puts
together
several
events throughout the
semester in order to
provide opportunities
to students to get
involved. They go to
conferences,
invite
speakers to talk about
careers in education,
as well as organize
social
gatherings,

such as “Waffle-Cone
Wednesday,”
which
serve to help the
students get to know
each other.
“A lot of the speakers
and the conferences...
deal with how to teach,”
says Charles Larenas,
an instructor of social
sciences at Parkland.
The
club
also
fundraises for charities.
On Valentine’s Day they
sold cookies to raise
money for She’s The
First, a charity which
gives scholarships to
young women in lowincome families.
The
PCSEA
was
founded
almost
a
decade ago, just after
Larenas began teaching
at Parkland. Its main

goal is to help students
learn things that may
not be found in a
standard curriculum or
which they do not have
the opportunity to learn
on their own.
In addition, it works
to
help
education
students make contacts
and connections with
professionals
and
future opportunities in
their field.
Though
geared
towards
education
majors, any Parkland
student is allowed to
join and gain access to
all the activities and
opportunities provided.
There are many noneducation majors in
the club, as it provides
opportunities
for

students to meet and
learn life-skills which
are valuable in almost
every field.
“It’s open to all
majors,” says Brandi
Heylek, one of the two
co-presidents of the
club. “I’m actually going
towards nursing.”
For education majors
however there are a
few additional perks.
If you’re in EDU-101,
joining the club and
going to five events will
earn you the option to
not write a paper at the
end of the semester.
The biggest thing that
draws people in, though,
is the community; the
club is made for people
interested in education
as a career, whether that

be through a teacher
or
something
else.
The community that
has grown around it is
welcoming to anybody
who is interested.
“It’s a really great
bonding experience,”
says Paul Wikoff, the
second co-president of
the club. “It helps you
knowing that there’s
other people doing
the same thing you’re
doing, and that you’re
not just alone.”
For more information
about joining the club
contact
Professor
Larenas at clarenas@
parkland.edu.
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The Dystopians latest band

to record with Parkland label

Greg Gancarz
Staff Writer

“Go on three,” a recording
technician says.
There are a few seconds of silence,
then the slew of a cord on an electric
guitar as 18-year-old Reece Niccum
of Oakwood High School strums out
notes. The recording studio is packed
with technicians and the other band
members but is silent except for the
music coming from Niccum’s guitar.
After a minute, the music ceases.
“How was that?” Niccum asks, as
he looks up from his instrument.
The other two members of the band,
18-year-old bass player Matthew Nale
and drummer Ian Clemmons, sit on
the studio’s couch listening intently.
“Try waiting a few more beats,”
Nale replies. “You can start on four
on this next one.”
The Dystopians are an Illinois band
that recently recorded an album
through Parkland’s record label,
Perimeter Road Sound Recordings.
The trio have been recording their
first collaboration with Perimeter
Road for several days now. Reece’s
session is just one piece that must fit
with the others cohesively to make
it all work. Niccum says that this
cohesion is much easier to maintain
in a band with only three members.
“I really, really like how we work
together as a trio,” he states. “Having
such a small amount of people in band
kind of cuts out extra BS. It’s straight
to the point.”
Although the three have been
playing together since middle
school, their own official band, The
Dystopians, has only been a reality
for about a year-and-a-half.
Although
all
three
agree
“alternative” would be the best label
for their style, there is certain sense
of diversity they try to maintain.
“When we first started out we kind
of set out to touch base on a lot of
different genres and I think we’ve
done pretty well with that so far,”
Niccum says.
Each band member brings their
own early inspirations into the mix
and the group as a whole maintains
influences from groups such as
“Muse,” “Rage Against the Machine,”
and “The Foo Fighters.” Because of
this variety in influences Clemmons
says that anyone coming to one of
their shows should arrive without any
expectations.
“Every show we try to mix it up and
keep it different,” Clemmons says.
“We’re definitely starting to test new
water right now [and] trying to keep it
new and fresh.”
The band’s formation story is an
unlikely one, with each member only
knowing each other through their
experiences at a week-long, annual
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Reece Niccum lays down chords for a recording session in Perimeter Road’s recording studio.
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Matt Nale (left) and Ian Clemmons (right) giving feed back during Niccum’s guitar recording session.
summer camp called First Gig Rock
N’ Roll Camp in Danville. They first
met here in 2012.
From there, they began playing
cover music together when they
could, despite the long distances the
three would have to travel to practice
together.
“It was this huge triangle and we all
had to find this central place to meet
all the time,” Niccum states.
More often than not, practices
would simply be in the basement of
Nale, who recently graduated from
Georgetown-Ridge Farm High School.
This is a tradition the band continues
to this day.
After five years of playing covers,
the group decided to try their hand at
creating their own music.
“I started talking to these guys about
just doing originals with the band and
they were all immediately on board
with it and almost immediately started
writing music and started getting
things off the ground,” Niccum says.
Their first gig was opening in a

comic book store music venue in
Danville, Ill., for which they handed
out their own fliers. Soon they went on
to win Battle of the Bands in Watseka,
Ill. Now, they are going to their first
gig in Chicago, opening at the famous
House of Blues.
Niccum, Nale, and Clemmons enjoy
the crowds they play for. Niccum says
they serve a key role when their band
plays a gig.
“You’ve got to have that energy
radiating,” Niccum says. “If you’ve
got a crowd that’s kind of weak, it’s
hard. But if you’re going hard and the
crowd’s loving it, there’s no roof.”
Nale agrees with this sentiment.
“You’re just feeding off each other,”
Nale says.
The Dystopians are currently
scheduled to open for “Green Jelly”
at Vintage Villains in Danville, Ill. on
March 3 and to play at the Low Dough
Show on March 25 at the Watseka
Theatre in Watseka, Ill. Their first gig
in Chicago, which all three members
are “very hyped for,” is scheduled for

April 10.
The members are nothing but
optimistic when looking further down
the road. With one album already out
and a second “way ahead of schedule”
according to Nale, Niccum certainly
says The Dystopians will “be around
making music” for a while to come.
When it comes to their time
recording at Parkland, the group has
nothing but good things to say as well.
“We’re super pumped to have this
opportunity with Perimeter,” Niccum
says. “We had a show last time after
the recording session and it was cool
to see all the students coming out
supporting us. I’m glad they can be
a part of it and I just think the whole
thing is so awesome.”
For more information and future
shows, find “The Dystopians” on social
media. For more information about
Perimeter Road Sound Recordings
visit their website at faa.parkland.
edu/prsr.
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ANTHRO.
take anthropology classes to cover
a non-western credit, some students
actually
continue
to
become
anthropology majors in four-year
institutions. Beginning classes can be
taken by any student, regardless of
their major.
Juanisha Shelton is another
anthropology student at Parkland
College. She is in ANT-103, which is
Cultural Anthropology.
“I was not an anthropology major,”
Shelton states. “I needed to cover
a non-western credit. My adviser
recommended Anthropology 103 to
me. The book you read in class is so
interesting. I just fell in love with

Sponsored by

anthropology. The professors are
amazing—they will help you with
anything, and explain all so well. I
really recommend taking this class. It
really opens your eyes.”
The first-level course offered by
Parkland College is Anthropology
101, a class that covers all four fields.
Parkland also offers ANT-103,
Introduction in Cultural Anthropology;
ANT-105, Introduction to Physical
Anthropology; ANT-200, Introduction
to Archaeology, and ANT-220, the
Archaeology Field School. ANT-101
and ANT-103 both cover the nonwestern requirement. Students can
also work on independent projects
and honors projects to get hands on
experience with local museums, and
research institutions.

Photo by EvyJo Compton | The Prospectus
Two skulls used for trivia were on display at Anthropology Day.

Fact or Fiction
Russia once had a colony in California.

westgateapts.com

Answer on page 7
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Black History
Month: The Wrap-Up
Destiny Norris
Staff Writer

Throughout the month of February,
Parkland College has been celebrating
Black History Month.
The events and programs that took
place as part of the celebration, were
widely varied. There were luncheons,
an affiliated art show in the Giertz
Gallery, service projects, book talks,
and topical discussions covering
everything from the civil rights
movement, to media, to relationships.
The
Black
History
Month
committee’s chairperson Nichalas
Sanders is already planning events
for next year.
“I am really happy with the turnout,”
Sanders says. “I want to have more
social things next year such as a
dance, date auction, karaoke, staff
versus student basketball game, etc.”

Sanders, who is also the associate
director of admissions, says he
was encouraged to take on the role
by Student Dean Marietta Turner
and Donna Tanner-Harold. TannerHarold is a Parkland counselor and
the coordinator of activities for the
Black Student Success Project, which
was involved in helping with Black
History Month at Parkland.
This is Sanders’ first year as
chairperson of the Black History
Month committee. When he was
asked to take on the role, it seemed
like a perfect fit.
“I love programming for students
and Black History is an interest of
mine,” Sanders states. “So it made
sense and I really want to engage the
student body at Parkland College.”
Though many people just think of
Black History Month as February,
Sanders disagrees.

“It is important for everyone to
understand the Black History month
is everyday not just in February,”
Sanders says. “Everyone, not just
black people, need to grasp the
contributions by African-Americans
in this country and what is exactly is
going on in the Black community.”
Sanders is passionate about getting
people involved, and about sharing
not only his passion for AfricanAmerican history and progress, but
also about sharing his knowledge.
“I really want people to be informed,
and then use that knowledge to make
their community better and tell
someone else the cool things that
[they] have learned,” Sanders says.
Connecting with African-American
history and success was the main
goal for the February celebration and
Sanders encourages students to get
involved with future planning.

“Email me,” says Sanders. “Let me
know things you want to have done. I
would love for students to present or
to assist with programming.”
This year’s celebration of Black
History Month at Parkland was
made possible by organizations like
the Black Student Success Project,
members of the Giertz Gallery, and
individuals who spoke out in their
fields of expertise.
“I want to thank everyone for all of
their support,” says Sanders.
As
Black
History
Month
celebrations at Parkland come to an
end, Sanders’ eye is to the future.
“I look forward to Black History
Month in 2018,” Sanders said.
For more information or to
get involved contact Sanders at
nsanders@parkland.edu.

Slammed by the ﬂu,

businesses scramble to get work done
Joyce M. Rosenberg
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — The flu season
has slammed many small businesses,
weakening already thin staffing levels
and forcing some owners to scramble
to cover shifts or get the work done.
All but five of the 26 staffers at
BusBank, a transportation booking
service, have been sick at some point
this season. On the worst day so far,
six people were out sick or caring for
children with the flu, and four others
were on already planned days off.
“It has been hard for us to keep up,
with lots of folks running backup for
each other,” says Brandon Dudley,
vice president of the Chicago-based
company that arranges bus charters
for events ranging from nights on the
town to long-distance trips.
Human resources consultants have
been hearing from company owners
overwhelmed by flu-related absences.
In its latest report, the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
said 35 states had moderate to high
levels of flu cases. More than 5
percent of people seeking medical
help complained of flu-like symptoms
during the week ended Feb. 11, up
from a baseline of 2.2 percent, the
CDC said.

“Small businesses’ operations are
so lean that having two people sick at
one time is a very big impact,” says
Amy Marcum, a human resources
consultant
with
Houston-based
Insperity.
Telecommuting has helped lessen
the flu’s impact on companies like
BusBank, where staffers mainly work
on laptops. So customers are getting
their buses, Dudley says. But some
projects like updating the company’s
website have had to be delayed.
When Denise Stern’s staffers are
sick, they can’t work, period. Stern
owns Let Mommy Sleep, a franchise
company that provides overnight
baby care for children ranging from
newborn to 6 months old — and
someone who’s sick cannot care for an
infant. At times during this flu season,
Stern has had a quarter of her more
than 20 caregivers calling out sick.
“It hit us like a ton of bricks,” says
Stern, who founded Let Mommy Sleep
and runs the Washington, D.C.-area
branch of her company. Let Mommy
Sleep also has franchises in northern
New Jersey and Philadelphia.
When a caregiver is ill, Stern will
try to call in a backup. But so many
employees have been sick that at
times she either has no one available,
or found the family is reluctant to

Get the latest updates from

Prospectus News
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facebook.com/ProspectusNews

have a caregiver they’re not familiar
with.
“I can’t tell you how awful it is to
be speaking with a mom on the verge
of tears because we don’t have staff
to help,” says Stern, who estimates
her profits are down 15 percent for
February.
At BOCA Communications, as many
as four employees at a time have been
sick with either the flu or a stomach
virus.
“It’s the gnarliest flu season we’ve
seen in 10 years,” says Ashley
Breinlinger, a senior vice president
at the San Francisco-based public
relations firm. “People have been
sicker than I’ve ever seen.”
The bugs have been so bad that
Breinlinger and CEO Kathleen
Shanahan have asked staffers when
they first start feeling unwell to stay
home and not spread their germs.
Employees’ ability to work from
home as much as possible has limited
the impact on BOCA’s productivity,
and the company is set up so everyone
has a backup to finish projects.
Another saving grace is that clients
are empathizing, not complaining.
“Clients are sick too, so they’re
understanding,” Breinlinger says.
With the flu season expected
to last into the spring, Insperity’s

Marcum advises business owners
to be proactive to protect staffers’
health as well as company operations.
Employees should be encouraged to
work at home if they’re not feeling
well, and to get flu shots if they haven’t
already done so. Some companies
will bring in medical personnel to
administer shots onsite.
Now is also the time to create backup
plans, designating which staffers will
cover for others. Some owners might
also want to think in advance about
arranging to get temporary help if
needed.
Kristen Burris estimates she lost a
third of her working days in January
when she was sick three times and her
son was also ill.
“It’s definitely the worst flu season
we have experienced in years,”
says Burris, co-owner of Eagle
Acupuncture in Eagle, Idaho.
Her husband, Tony, covered the
practice as best he could. But many
clients whose sessions were canceled
just waited till their next appointment.
Practice hours lost to the flu came on
top of cancellations forced by record
snowfall in Idaho last month.
Burris is adding 12 extra hours
to her weekly schedule in hopes of
recouping some income. But the rest?
“It’s 100 percent lost,” she says.
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From March 1, 1978:
This article from the March 1, 1978 issue (Vol. 11, No. 22) of the Prospectus provides details about Parkland’s own WPCD 88.7 FM, which at the time was barely
a month old. Despite its young age, WPCD-FM was already forming connections with the local community and providing a creative outlet for students, in addition
to being a new option for radio-listeners in Champaign-Urbana.

On March 1, 1978, the Champaign Public Library was a new
institution, opening on Feb. 20 of that year at 505 S. Randolph
St. in Champaign, that provided the community with a sizable
collection of literature and other media. Of note is a true sign
of the times: the cost of a year-long library pass for a whole
family was only $3.
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ACROSS
1 Prize winner gets golden ring exchanged after initial refusal (5,8)
9 Migratory bird from 6 is returned to centre of perch (7)
10 Raise level of a GCSE pass (7)
11 The trunk contains a tonne approximately (5)
12 A drip almost paired up with staggering blonde in 8 tournament (9)
13 Skilfully captivates girl, acting thus? (8)
15 A former college professor studied chieﬂy coelenterates (6)
18 A measure of medicine after party is wise (6)
19 The Blues requires playing old instruments (8)
22,8 A general request to appear in court? (6,3,6)
24 A student member causes panic (5)
25 Greek character in a spot with height indicates part of horizon (7)
26 One chanting in male voice, misplacing vowels (7)
27 Removes all complexities from unﬁnished diary scientist scribbled (12)
DOWN
1 Victorious at 12 in 1998 after Antonov exploded (7)
2 See 16
3 Give money to German for game (5)
4 A strong rising tide submerging Henry’s animal (7)
5 Regions about to be given aid (6)
6 Cake eaten by Gabriel? (5-4)
7 One leaves Daniel frolicking with antelope (5)
8 See 22
14 Legendary seamen have a gas with heartless relatives (9)
16,2 “Surely you jest?” famously heard at 12 – you see ban on court is a possible outcome (3,3,3,2,7)
17 Attendant at 12? (8)
18 Tense situations arising when Mum’s relocated in Indian city (6)
20 Girl’s taking on politician victorious at 12 in 1998 (7)
21 Hound a citizen (6)
23 It was once torn apart in year 506 uprising (5)
24 A lofty Greek? (5)

Answers from last week

SUDOKU
Answers from last week
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School seminar near Chicago
sparks civil rights, race debate
Sophia Tareen
Associated Press

WINNETKA, Ill. (AP) — When a
largely white public school nestled in
Chicago’s wealthiest suburbs planned
a daylong civil rights seminar, it
drafted two National Book Award
winners as keynote speakers and
crafted a syllabus that would be the
envy of most liberal arts colleges.
But New Trier, a high-achieving,
4,000-student high school regularly
ranked among the nation’s best, found
itself stepping into the minefield
of the national dialogue on race
and civil rights. Some parents and
conservative groups have deemed
the event during Black History Month
“radical” and “divisive.” Dueling
petitions circulated, heated emails
were exchanged and hundreds of
people packed a school board meeting
beyond capacity.
While New Trier’s demographics
and resources aren’t reflective of
many public schools, the debate
highlights the complications of
teaching civil rights when much
of the country struggles to discuss
race. Some educators worry their
work will become more difficult after
a polarizing election that’s fueled
divisions, even in homogenous and
largely Democratic areas like the
upscale Lake Michigan suburbs
making up New Trier.
For educators the goal is simple.
“One of the things we most hope
happens is for the kids to be able to
see the world through someone else’s
eyes,” said Superintendent Linda
Yonke.
Dozens of workshops Tuesday will
cover such topics as voter suppression,
affordable housing and police
brutality. Colson Whitehead, whose
historical fiction “The Underground
Railroad” has won literary accolades,
will speak.
Organizers want students to think
about how race might affect daily life
and be moved to action, if necessary.
Administrators and many parents say
it’s particularly important because
of the school’s population: Roughly
85 percent of the students are white
with similar demographics among the
teachers. In Winnetka, home to the
main campus, the median household
income is more than $200,000 and
stately brick mansions are common.
New Trier began all-school seminar
days in the early 1990s, though it’s
not an annual event. Students and
teachers write the curriculum and
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Ping spent four years in treatment.
“I started in January 2012 and
ended treatment in April of 2016,”
Ping states. “It’s the reason why I left
Uni, because basically I was too sick
to do school…And that’s the same
story for a lot of different people.”
Now that she has recovered she is
going to Parkland to get her associates
before transferring to Ohio.
“After getting better I came to
Parkland to get my associate’s degree.
After which I will be going to Ohio
State University as a neuroscience
major. Which is very exciting.”
She specifically wants to look at
how the brain works.
“The specific kind of neuroscience

Photo by Brian O’Mahoney| Chicago Tribune via AP
In this Feb. 20, 2017 photo, Iliana Mora and Amanda Nugent hand out signs and buttons in support of an upcoming
all-school seminar on civil rights at New Trier High School before a school board meeting at the school’s Northfield
campus in Northfield, Ill. The school is holding a daylong seminar on civil rights designed to help students in the
largely white and affluent school see things from other perspectives on Feb. 28.
regular attendance rules apply. Topics
vary. In previous years, the school has
addressed the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
The first hint of a pushback started
last year, when the event coincided
with Martin Luther King Jr. Day
and one workshop included ways to
explore white guilt.
As this year’s Seminar Day
approached, opposition spread.
Breitbart News — once led by
White House chief strategist Steve
Bannon — deemed the event “a major
left-wing indoctrination project.” The
National Review weighed in, as did
the Illinois Family Institute, calling it
a “smorgasbord of ideologically nondiverse seminars.” A local publication
backed by a conservative activist
and businessman dug up school
administrators’ voting records. A
Wall Street Journal opinion piece
proclaimed it a “racial indoctrination
day.”
Parents, some linked to conservative
organizations, formed a small but
vocal opposition group.
“The school went about this in a
way that ensures it will be narrow and
divisive,” said Betsy Hart, who has
two children enrolled. Hart, a senior
writer at the conservative Heritage
Foundation who says her school
activism is separate from her day job,
expects the parent group to continue
pushing for more conservative voices

at New Trier High.
Among
its
numerous
and
nuanced requests, the group wants
to add research supporting voter
identification laws to a session on voter
suppression and ensure a panel on
affirmativeactionincludescontrasting
views such as the suggestion that it’s
detrimental for minorities. The group
has presented the district with a
three-ring binder full of research and
an annotated schedule for the day:
yellow highlights for language the
parents find objectionable and green
for suggested alternatives.
Still, most students and their
parents have expressed support for
the day. About 450 people signed a
petition seeking different speakers
versus roughly 5,000 signatures for
keeping the lineup as is.
School administrators said parents
had opportunities to air concerns, and
adding last-minute speakers doesn’t
boost the seminar’s quality.
“Critical thinking is about more than
having two opposing views,” said Tim
Hayes, an assistant superintendent.
He and others worry the opposition
is in reaction to the nation’s political
climate and not the educational
content. Experts say most schools
already struggle with teaching civil
rights.
A 2012 study by the Southern
Poverty Law Center examined

curriculums in every state and
concluded the majority failed to
require teaching about the movement
while others oversimplified it.
Isabelle Hauser, a 17-year-old junior,
said she won’t attend the seminar. The
biracial teen, whose father is white
and mother’s family is from Ecuador,
said she was turned off by last year’s
talk about white guilt.
“It’s a matter of the day being
balanced. I see it as being too
progressive and liberal,” she said.
“You shouldn’t feel guilty for attending
such a great school and having a great
education. You should feel blessed.”
Other students argue that’s the point.
Some have prepared for Seminar Day
by watching Spike Lee’s 1989 film,
“Do The Right Thing,” which tells the
story of simmering racial tension in a
New York neighborhood that erupts
in violence.
“When the thing that your
community is most worried about is
that your education is too liberal, I
feel like that’s a motivating factor to
get out more,” said 17-year-old Celia
Buckman, a senior at New Trier.
She writes for the Huffington Post,
including an article supporting the
seminar. “It really makes you think
about the kind of privilege that your
community really has.”

that I am going into is computational
neuroscience, which is basically the
study of the information processing
systems of the brain,” Ping says. “I
was interested in how we think and
how we process information and how
that can be taken and applied to things
like artificial intelligence and how we
can better develop technologies to
better serve our purposes according
to how we actually operate and
process information.”
She is also involved with Project
HEAL, an organization that raises
money for eating disorder treatment.
“I’m a member of the central
Illinois chapter of Project HEAL,
which was founded this past spring,”
Ping says. “Basically what we try to
do is, number one raise awareness...
and the second thing that we try to do
is we fundraise.”
This fundraising is important
because treatment can be very

expensive, costing tens of thousands
of dollars sometimes. One reason Ping
says that treatment can cost so much
is because it is such a long, intensive
process.
“Eating disorder treatment is kind
of complicated, there are a lot of
different levels of it,” Ping says. “For
people who end up in a residential
program they’ll be there for several
weeks to months.”
Eating disorder treatment can
also be complicated because of the
number of disorders that fall under
it, something that Ping is working
with Project HEAL to bring to public
attention.
“Next week is national eating
disorders awareness week, or NEDA
week as we like to say,” Ping says.
“Basically the week is tailored towards
promoting general awareness of
eating disorders and the fact that there
are many different kinds outside of

your typical anorexia nervosa case…
And with them a lot of times comes…
depression or anxiety…[or] obsessive
compulsive disorder.”
One way that Ping helps is by
helping to organize events and such.
“We try to do things like care
packages in the winter that people
can order,” Ping says. “We’ve done
small little events. We work with the
women’s resource center out of the U
of I.”
Ping does this work to help people
like herself get their lives back.
“The main goal of Project HEAL
is to fund people in treatment so that
more people can get better and that
more people can get their lives back,”
Ping says.
Ping is also a member of the
Parkland debate team, which she
will be traveling with to the state
tournament the weekend of March 3.
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Cobras softball, baseball

have high hopes for coming season
Peter Floess
Staff Writer

The Cobras baseball season has
started and the softball season is
starting on March 5, and coaches and
players alike are looking forward
to what they think will be a very
successful season.
“[The] season is going well so
far,” says David Garcia, head coach
of the baseball team. “We have been
fortunate with good weather. The
team has been working hard on the
field and in the weight room for this
season.”
Garcia says his team is focused
on getting into the National Junior
College Athletic Association World
Series.
“This team plays the game the right
way,” says Garcia. “Our pitching staff
returns from leading the country in
seven different categories in 2016.
The entire roster is focused on a
return to the NJCAA World Series.”
Head coach of the softball team
Chuck Clutts says he is also looking
forward to a great season.
“We are looking forward to a
possible great season,” Clutts says.
“We have a bunch of great athletes,
the freshmen who came in last year
did a great job. They are sophomores
this year. Another great group of
freshmen coming in. We are expecting
great things. We have some more
talent coming in this season, a little
more talent, little more speed, a little

more power.”
Pitcher and infielder Sophie Catlin,
who has had nine home runs and 53
runs batted in over her Parkland
career, says she has high hopes for
this year’s softball team as well.
“I am beyond excited for this
upcoming season,” Catlin says. “We
should be the best softball team
Parkland has seen in a while now
and us girls take pride in that. Us,
sophomores talk about the season a lot
and we just keep saying to each other
that since the freshman haven’t seen
the competition they have no idea how
well we should be able to do this year.”
Sophomore and outfielder Megan
Magsamen, who has had five home
runs and 34 RBIs at Parkland, agrees
that the team this year has a good
chance of doing well.
“I thought that last season went
really well,” Magsamen says, “we
didn’t do as well as we wanted in postseason, but I have a good feeling that
we will redeem ourselves this year.
Our team has a lot of potential. We
had really good freshman come in
this year to add to our experienced
sophomores. I think it’ll be a good mix,
and I’m really excited to see how this
year goes.”
These high hopes come with hard
work. Sophomore infielder Haley
Ginger who, with a .437 batting
average, was the Mid-West Athletic
Conference Freshman Offensive
Player of the Year last year, has been
preparing even in the off-season.

“I spend every other day hitting
small balls at home in my basement
in the off season,” Ginger says. “I also
have a dad that played Men’s Fastpitch and he has traveled to different
countries to play ball and he pitches
to me all the time. My main focus is
hitting in the off season so I’m always
glad to see it appear when it comes
game time.”
Both teams have competitive
schedules and play out-of-state
games, with the baseball team having
upcoming games in Tennessee and
Indiana.
“Region 24 teams are the most
important games, any of them, any
weekend,” says Garcia. “Heartland,
Lincoln Land, ICC, Danville are all
local quality teams that we will have to
battle out 4 times in one weekend. Any
team in this Region can beat anyone.
Early in the season, we play Wabash
Valley, Southeast Iowa, NIACC, and
Iowa Central are all powerhouses
every year.”
Clutts says the midwest is a tough
region for softball, as there are a lot
of good teams in the area.
“Our region is very, very tough,
we have one of the toughest softball
regions in the nation,” Clutts says.
“Key matchups in our region and
conference
are
Lincoln
Land,
Heartland, and ICC. Usually John
Wood, or Lewis & Clark will pop there
and do a good job in the region and in
the conference. During the season we
are playing a high ranked Rock Valley

team and we are playing the number 3
ranked team in the nation, Kankakee.”
From March 5–11, the softball team
will be playing in a tournament in
Cocoa Beach, Fla.
“I’m looking forward to our trip to
Cocoa Beach, Florida. We went 10-0
last year in Cocoa Beach and we are
hoping to come back that successful
again this season,” says Ginger.
Garcia says he enjoys seeing his
team grow throughout the season.
“I look forward to seeing the team
continue to grow together over the
56 game schedule toward a common
goal,” Garcia says. “I look forward to
the competition within the conference
and region every week, it’s honestly
the best time of the year for me.”
Catlin, who is leaving the team after
this year, says she hopes to use all the
skills she has fostered over the years
and have fun this season.
“As I have had to decide to hang up
my cleats after this year, I am looking
forward to leaving everything I have
on the field with the last girls I’m going
to get to play with,” Catlin says. “I feel
like this year will be the year I can
use everything I’ve learned through
the years and years of practice and
just have fun. I think that our fans
that watch us this year will notice
that obviously we are competitive but
we truly know how to enjoy the game
while we do it and that is what makes
playing the game so special.”

Class helps disabled Illinois
students prepare for adulthood
Christopher Heimerman
The (Dixon) Telegraph

DIXON, Ill. (AP) — Amanda Jensen
is getting to know a part of herself all
over again.
The 21-year-old, born with spina
bifida, is one of six Dixon High School
students who get memberships at
the Dixon Family YMCA through
the Lee County Special Education
Association. It’s part of a second-year
class that focuses on helping disabled
18- to 22-year-olds transition from
student to adulthood.
As Jensen pumped with her arms on
the StepOne handicapped-accessible
machine, her legs fired like pistons,
further unlocking long-forgotten
muscles.
Tears welled up in her eyes bittersweet tears.
“It’s a mix of both - happy and sad,”
she said. “I hadn’t had this feeling for
so long. The last time I noticed the
strength in my legs - I mean really
noticed the strength - was a good 5 or
6 years ago.”
Over the years, spina bifida, a birth
defect in which the membranes and
backbone around the spinal cord
don’t close completely, has stolen the
strength and sensitivity in Jensen’s
feet and lower legs. As an infant, she
had to have surgery that basically
severed her spinal cord. She had a
walker at age 5, then went to crutches
before needing to transition to a
wheelchair.
“The paralysis got worse and worse
through the years,” she said.
Her 30 surgeries - six of them
specifically on her spinal cord - have
done little to help.
“Nothing has really done any good,”
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she said. “I’ve made it through a lot,
and my teachers know. I’ve talked a
lot about it.”
Kevin Hendley, in his first year
teaching the class, and the class’
second-year aide, Nancy Kane,
immediately noticed a change in
Jensen when she started using the
StepOne, which arrived in midNovember. The Sterling-Rock Falls Y
also recently got one of the machines,
manufactured by SCIFIT.
Kane, who’s worked with the Lee
County Special Education Association
for 19 years, makes the rounds each
Monday to make sure none of the
students are experiencing issues.
“She told me, ‘I can feel it,’” Kane
said, remembering the first time
Jensen used the StepOne. “She was so
excited about it.”
“Once she strapped in, she just lit
up,” Hendley said.
Jensen and her classmates also
use three handicapped-accessible
circuit-training strength machines for chest press, shoulder press and
lat pulldown. The rest of the circuit’s
machines are accessible for some,
too, with wide enough gaps between
them so a person can slide from a
wheelchair onto each machine’s seat.
Hendley, 41, worked in Paw Paw
for 5 years through the association
before hearing about the transition
class opportunity, which he jumped
on. He’s figuring out some things as
he goes, and leans heavily on Kane’s
experience.
“She’s had the benefit of seeing
things that worked, and things that
did not work, and thinking of how to
tweak them,” Hendley said.
The class is in a mock apartment,
where students learn to set up a

budget, grocery shop, cook, find jobs,
fill out applications, all that sort of
stuff.
Health and fitness is not to be
overlooked in preparation for life
after school. Hendley said.
“It’s not just strength and cardio,
either,” he said. “We’ve talked a lot
about flexibility, and how important it
is as you age, being able to reach up
and get something from the top shelf.
If you don’t have shoulder flexibility,
you’re not going to be able to do those
things as you get older.”
He can speak from experience.
He’s dropped 64 pounds since July 1
- “mostly from working out with the
students.”
“It’s made a huge difference,” he
said. “Instead of laying around on the
couch, knowing there’s things to do,
but you don’t have the energy to do
them. You’re almost antsy, ready to
go, waking up earlier in the morning
feeling good.”
Students with disabilities are
guaranteed a public education until
age 22, so Jensen admits she’s feeling
some anxiety in her last year.
“It’s kind of scary,” she said. “I’m
nervous looking into my future.
Luckily, I’m not fully unaware of what
I’m doing. I’ve got a plan.”
She wants to go into special
education, and plans to start her
journey toward a degree at Sauk
Valley Community College.
That big StepOne machine was kind
of intimidating at first blush, too.
“Not knowing what it would be like
to use my legs - I don’t get to use my
legs as much - was kind of nervewracking,” she said. “But feeling that
strength start to come back is just
incredible.

Fact or Fiction
FACT: Fort Ross was a Russian trading post
in Spanish-owned California that operated
from 1812 to 1841. It has since been largely
reconstructed as an historical landmark.
One of its original buildings still stands.

Photo by Alex T. Paschal | Sauk Valley
Media via AP
In this Jan. 29, 2017 photo, Amanda
Jensen works out on a machine at
the YMCA in Dixon, Ill. The 21-yearold, born with spina bifida, is one of
six Dixon High School students who
get memberships at the Dixon Family
YMCA through the Lee County
Special Education Association. It’s
part of a second-year class that
focuses on helping disabled 18to 22-year-olds transition from
studenthood to adulthood. She
says the machines have helped her
notice strength again in her legs.
“It may seem intimidating, but it
really isn’t, especially with how far
you’ll come, and how you’ll see your
results in the end.”
So, college? Bring it on.
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Parkland credentials

analyst has seen the world
David Saveanu
Staff Writer

Fresh out of college, Dennis Kaczor,
now one of Parkland’s credentials
analysts, struggled to find a job as a
journalist or teacher in San Diego.
He settled for working construction
until he saw an advertisement for the
Peace Corps and decided to apply.
The Peace Corps is a volunteer
organization run by the United States
government. It was founded by John
F. Kennedy to create good relations
with other countries, and provide
service globally.
“After 6 months I finally got an
interview, which was extensive,” says
Kaczor.
Soon
after
applying
and
interviewing for the Peace Corps,
Kaczor got a packet inviting him to
teach in Yemen for two years.
Kaczor says he didn’t expect to be
asked to volunteer in the Middle East,
as he had always thought of it as a
prosperous region.
“I knew where Yemen was,” says
Kaczor. “I thought I might go to
Africa, or Asia.”
In training Kaczor was taught about
the culture he would be exposed to,
and the basics of the language.
“Going to a completely different
side of the Earth, a completely
different culture than Western
culture, there’s things you need to
learn,” Kaczor says.
One thing he had to learn was to
speak Arabic.
“I’ve heard all my life how difficult
Arabic is…the main thing you have to
overcome is learning a new alphabet
and the right to left reading,” Kaczor
says. “I was able to speak some, and
read basic things.”
At first Kaczor was nervous to
speak Arabic with the locals, but says
he soon became comfortable because
of how supportive they were.
“You’re anxious to try,” Kaczor
says.
Another adjustment Kaczor had
to make was that of different eating
habits.
“They share food out of a pot, you’d
get your own piece of flat bread that

was a 2 hour bus ride, and I
got permission to teach there
for a week. There’s 75 kids
at the bus station waiting for
me…jumping up and down and
singing songs.”
The children hadn’t seen
anyone of his ethnicity before.
“They’re calling me Sudu
Mhatema, or Mr. White Man,”
Kaczor says.
He explains he was treated
as a sort of celebrity among the
locals since it wasn’t a tourist
destination, so it was the first
time for a lot of people seeing
a white man. He was invited
over for dinner by everyone in
the village, and they’d bring out
their best dishes.
After some time, he met his
Photo provided by Dennis Kaczor now wife.
“My wife was actually my
Dennis Kaczor in front of the small
house he stayed in, in a rural village near student, and it was after the 30
days [of teaching] we decided to
the city of Ibb, Yemen.
try this thing [being together],”
you’d use for dipping, and you have Kaczor says.
“You don’t date there,” Kaczor
your own area you eat from, the
equivalent of a piece of pie,” he says. states. “I told her we’d meet in secret,
“So three to four guys would eat from she was a school teacher and I was
this pot, dipping in there, it was very teaching school teachers.”
Kaczor didn’t want to ruin her
communal.”
Saddam Hussein, the leader of reputation so he proposed.
“What we can do is have lunch on
Iraq at the time, invaded Kuwait in
1990. Yemen was an ally of Iraq, and Sundays in Kandy (a nearby town)” he
forced the Peace Corp to leave Yemen says, describing their time together.
immediately. Kaczor had to return to “I’d take her to a nice hotel and we’d
the United States, which initially upset get a nice Sri Lankan meal.”
Soon Kaczor met her parents.
him because he had gone through a
lot of training in order to be able to Kaczor remembers her father’s
reaction especially and eating lunch
volunteer in Yemen.
Only a couple days after returning with him afterwards while he was
Kaczor received a call asking him if dressed in police uniform.
“A few weeks passed and she
he would be okay going to Sri Lanka
to continue volunteering—an offer he invited me to her parents’ home in
Colombo (her hometown)” he says. “I
accepted.
He went through training once had lunch with them, and the mother
more for Sri Lanka and was shipped took a liking to me….Her father didn’t
go for the idea at all...I had lunch with
out soon after.
“And here’s a whole other culture, [only] her dad after…He was dressed
and a whole other language” Kaczor in uniform with the side arm on.”
Kaczor eventually won her dad
says, explaining he loved that he was
able to experience so much of the over however through his respect of
the culture.
world.
“I arrived in the ceremony dress,
“One of the guys I met [teaching in
Sri Lanka] invited me to his village… given to us at the beginning; he was
it was very rural,” Kaczor says. “It impressed that I was dressed like that,

and impressed that I spoke Sinhala,
and that I spoke rather well,”Kaczor
says. “I did the proper thing and
served his rice first, and I topped
it with curries, and then I asked
permission, and I served myself, and
that was that.”
Kaczor’s own father’s reaction was
hesitant.
“My dad sent me a letter that was 10
pages long, and in red ink, about how
I should come home first and think
about it, and send for her if it’s still a
good idea.”
They got married a year after their
initial secret dates.
“Good thing was that she could
come home with me, she had a visa,”
Kaczor says.
After his time in the Peace Corps
Kaczor returned home with his
wife. She started school at Parkland,
studying health professions.
“I wanted to get my master’s when I
got back,” Kaczor says. “They had an
opportunity going on with University
of DePaul, and New Mexico.”
Kaczor applied, and was accepted
to the program in New Mexico. His
education was paid for by Reader’s
Digest though a program that had him
teaching on a reservation. His wife
continued her studies as well after
the move.
After two years of teaching on the
reservation, he got his master’s in
Education and came back to Parkland.
“I came back wanting to get a
teaching position, I got a part time
position teaching ESL at Parkland for
2 years,” said Kaczor. “I’ve been here
for 20 years, full time, I taught for two
years, and have been in admissions
ever since.”
Kaczor says of all his educational
experiences, his time overseas was
the most rewarding.
“I honestly think I learned more in
my time overseas than in my master’s
program,” he says.
He encourages others to join the
Peace Corps if they have time.
“I tell anyone, if you’ve gotten a
bachelor’s degree, and it’s been a year
or so and you’re struggling to start
your career,” Kaczor says, “Join the
Peace Corps.”

AP Explains: Rio’s Carnival,
a high-stakes samba parade
Mauricio Savarese
Assocated Press

RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) — Rio de
Janeiro’s Carnival parade is world
famous for the samba dancing,
costumes that leave little to the
imagination and the magnificent
floats that roll down Avenida Marques
de Sapucai, also known as the
“sambadrome.” For the competitors,
getting to the big show is months in
the making.
Here are questions and answers
about what goes into the big show that
is Carnival:
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Competing schools of samba spend
much of the year preparing for a
75-minute presentation that must
include at least six floats to tell a
story in an innovative way — while
participants dance and sing, of course.
The competitions begin on Sunday
night and go into Tuesday morning.
The winners get a trophy, national
bragging rights for a year and a party
on Ash Wednesday. Samba schools
that fail to place high are relegated
to a second-tier league the following
year.
Carnival parades are such a serious
business in Rio that one university
even has a graduation program for
samba school managers.
HOW DID THE PARADES COME
ABOUT?
In the second half of the 19th
century, posh clubs of Rio organized
Carnival parties. Little by little,
these gatherings gave up the elegant
ballrooms and took to the streets. The

poor also had their parties far from
the city’s elite south zone. Costumes
were often used to satirize politicians.
As the 20th century began, many of
these celebrations included “confetti
wars” in which groups would throw
paper decorations in the air and
at each other. Still, they were nonmoving events that featured wind
instruments and horns, not the drums
and dancing of today.
The first samba school appeared
in 1928 downtown Rio. The concept
behind “Deixa Falar” (Let them
Speak) was to parade to the sound
of samba, and it was a hit. In 1932,
journalist Mario Filho organized the
first competition of samba schools. A
tradition was born that would inspire
cities across Brazil.
WHO MAKES UP THE SCHOOLS?
Each of the samba schools of Rio
represents a specific region of the
city, often a favela. However, fans of
particular schools usually have fans
all over Rio and even some nationally.
Up to 4,000 members can take part
in the parade of each of the 12 top-flight
samba schools in Rio. The heart of the
samba school is the drums section,
with at least 200 people. As a form of
reverence, the oldest members bring
up the rear of an ensemble.
Up to 80,000 people watch the
parades at Rio’s sambadrome on
Sunday night, all Monday and into
Tuesday morning. Millions more
watch on television. Tourists are
allowed to participate in samba
schools, but their costumes usually
cost more than those for locals.
HOW DOES JUDGING WORK?

Rio’s samba school league picks
54 judges who spread out across the
sambadrome. There are six judges
for each of nine criteria, including
drums section, costumes and samba
dancing.
Hours before the first parade, a
lottery chooses four judges for each
category. They will have their scores
counted. The other two judges will
only be counted if one of the other
four is absent during the parade. The
group that gets the best scores wins.
Sometimes winners and runner-ups
are separated by 0.1 points. There
were also several occasions in which
two or three have tied as winners.
WHO SHOULD YOU KEEP AN
EYE ON?
The green- and rose-colored
Mangueira group often draws the
biggest crowds at the sambadrome
and fans across Brazil. They have
won the parade 19 times, including
last year’s.
Blue and white Portela is historically
the biggest winner, with 21 titles. Both
Portela and Mangueira are home to
some of Brazil’s most popular samba
artists.
The
redand
white-colored
Salgueiro is seen as the most popular
among celebrities. It has won the
parade nine times and it often has the
most popular samba songs that fans in
the sambadrome sing along to.
WHO PAYS FOR IT?
Rio’s city hall is investing 24 million
Brazilian reals this year (about
$8 million). The rest comes from
sponsors, sambadrome ticket sales,
samba school parties throughout the

year that raise funds and a group of
shady gambling businessmen called
“bicheiros.”
“Bicheiros” run a widely popular
but illegal gambling game called
“jogo do bicho,” or “animal game”
in Portuguese. They are sometimes
linked to criminal organizations, and
many sponsor local samba schools to
improve their image.
WHAT
WAS
THIS
YEAR’S
CONTROVERSY?
After a day in silence, Rio’s
evangelical Mayor Marcelo Crivella
delayed the traditionally opulent
starting ceremony until 8:30 p.m.
Friday only to skip it with the excuse
that his wife was sick. Rio city hall
eventually put out an email saying
that Carnival was “officially open.”
Revelers had been waiting hours at
the sambadrome for the traditional
handing over of the city’s key to “Rei
Momo,” or the king of carnal delights.
This has been always done with great
fanfare in the past. But Crivella sent
the head of Rio’s tourism agency
to do the honors. Rei Momo did not
give interviews as usual and instead
was quickly escorted out of the
sambadrome by security guards.
It isn’t clear whether Crivella,
a retired Pentecostal bishop who
took office on Jan. 1, will attend any
of the five days of parades at the
sambadrome. Rio’s city council has
already authorized him to travel
abroad on the next few days, but he
has not announced where he might go.

